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Ethical aspect of drone strikes
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From a military point of view the use of UAVs for 
destroying enemy targets and killing insurgent has 
undisputable advantages. A government doesn’t need to 
send another special unit to a war zone and can avoid 
victims among servicemen. It is also possible to attack 
enemies from a safe environment. The pilots who control 
lethal drones in Pakistan or Yemen are usually doing it 
from a military base somewhere within the US. But how 
about the ethical aspect of this kind of warfare?

Medea Benjamin is the author of the book “Drone Warfare: Killing by Remote 

Control”. She points at the fact that drone warfare creates callousness, or the sense 

of obliviousness to the consequences of war:

“Imagine the huge difference between the two partie s that are fighting each 

other where one is really doing it from the comfort  of an air force base 8000 

miles away in the United States, and not really und erstanding the 

consequences of their act. In fact, there's a term they use, "bugsplat," which is 

the kind of what it looks like on the screen when y ou have killed somebody. 

And if you have an idea in your mind that these are  not real people, that this is 

more of a PlayStation mentality towards war,” Medea Benjamin said.

Sitting in front of screens pressing kill buttons drone pilots often don’t have enough 

knowledge about what is going on in the area they target and what they are doing to 

the people in that zone. This removes an important moral barrier making killing as 

easy as in a computer game. As technology rapidly develops, new drones are 

getting better surveillance cameras and operators have opportunity to watch their 
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targets better. This restores the crucial moral constraint to a certain extent. At the 

same time technology development is fraught with another danger which is higher 

automation of many killer robots including UAVs, says Mark Coeckelbergh, 

Professor of Technology and Social Responsibility at De Montfort University, UK.

“The weapons that are now being developed have an i ncreased capacity to 

make decision about killing without immediate inter vention of a human 

person. At least this is the vision of people devel oping these technologies. 

There is a serious problem because machines do not have the capacity of 

moral reason and certainly not of feeling, of emoti ons, which I think are key to 

making good moral decisions,” Mark Coeckelbergh said.

In his article “War from a Distance: the Ethics of Killer Robots”, Dr. Coeckelbergh 

stresses that “if the killing and the war are justified at all, humans should always 

crucially and to a large extent be involved in killer actions”. While it is not politically 

feasible to ban the military use of drones as such, good arguments from human right 

activists and experts in the area of ethics and technology could convince lawmakers 

to ban at least the use of highly automated drones for killing.

 Artyom Tikhomirov
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